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	Take control of your global game development team and make successful AAA game titles using the 'Distributed Development' model. Game industry veteran Tim Fields teaches you how to evaluate game deals, how to staff teams for highly distributed game development, and how to maintain challenging relationships in order to get great games to market. This book is filled with interviews with a broad spectrum of industry experts from top game publishers and business owners in the US and UK. A supplementary web site provides interviews from the book, a forum where developers and publishers can connect, and additional tips and tricks. Topics include:


	- Building a core team that excels at working with external development partners.




	- Finding and Evaluating studios and publishers to help get your game built.




	- Effectively dividing up game projects into parts that can be distributed.




	- Saving your teams from the brutality of crunch.




	- Running your projects more efficiently and achieve better results.




	- Includes interviews with game producers from Sony Online Entertainment, Disney Online, Blue Castle Games, Firebrand Games, Aspyr Games, and 2K Sports.
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 Web Application RecipesNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Why reinvent the wheel every time you design a new Web site? With this book, you  don't have to. By providing real-world recipes for building dynamic Web  applications using Dreamweaver with ASP, ColdFusion, or PHP, this book shows you  how to save time and money while focusing on the things that make your site  unique. In these pages, a trio of...
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TCP/IP Essentials: A Lab-Based ApproachCambridge University Press, 2004
The TCP/IP family of protocols has become the de facto standard in the world of networking. Found in virtually all computer communication systems, they form the basis of today's Internet. Including a series of carefully designed laboratory experiments that span the various elements of protocol definition and behavior, this book is a hands-on guide...
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Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fifth EditionApress, 2010

	Ubuntu Linux is the fastest growing Linux-based operating system, and Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fifth Edition teaches all of us—including those who have never used Linux—how to use it productively, whether you come from Windows or the Mac or the world of open source.


	Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fifth Edition...
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Experience the Message: How Experiential Marketing Is Changing the Brand WorldBasic Books, 2006

	Consumers — exposed to roughly four thousand marketing messages a day — are no longer willing to be part of a passive consumer base, subject to conventional advertising and marketing. Rather, they are joining a growing tribe of brand atheists who don't want to be targeted by impersonal messages. They want dialogue, which...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 ReplicationApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Replication is for MS database developers and administrators who want to learn about the different types of replication and those best suited to SQL Server 2008. This book will also cover advanced topics like replication with heterogeneous databases, backup and recovery of replicated databases, database mirroring with...
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German Philosophy: A Very Short Introduction (Very Short Introductions)Oxford University Press, 2010

	German philosophy stands at the center of modern thought. Without Kant, Frege, Wittgenstein, and Husserl there would be no Anglo-American "analytical" style of philosophy. And without Kant, Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, and Heidegger, the "Continental Philosophy" of Derrida, Foucault, Deleuze, Badiou, and Zizek is...
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